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Introduction
This report will be presenting the very best merchandising highlights of 2021 on each Connected TV Device* platform listed below. It will 
also be showcasing a ranking of the Entertainment Streaming Apps according to their Media Placement Value performance throughout 
2021 on Apple TV in the U.S.

● Media Placement Value (MPV) - the proportional value of a media placement according to its position on the digital shelf

All data has been gathered across the following Connected TV Devices and territories: 

● Apple TV
● Xbox One
● Fire TV
● Cox Contour 2
● Xfinity
● PlayStation 4
● Vizio TV
● Cox CSP
● LG TV
● Samsung TV
● Sky Q
● Regions: U.S., UK, DE, FR, JP, BR

Data has been gathered from the 1st of January until the 31st of December 2021

* Connected TV Devices are hardware devices that can connect to each other via the internet, such as a Smart TVs, Set Top Boxes, Games Consoles or Streaming devices.



2021 Media Placement Value Leaders

So, we now know which Apps dominated on each of the 
platforms… but here’s who won the 2021 digital 
merchandising battle on Apple TV in the U.S., chosen as 
one of the largest platforms in one of the largest territories

Media Placement Value (MPV) is the proportional value of a 
media placement according to its position on the digital 
shelf. If you’re in the table, you’re certainly capturing the 
majority of user attention on this platform with your 
merchandising efforts

All data was gathered across an Apple TV device in the U.S. 
from January 1st - December 31st 2021

Interested in gaining access to this data on a regular basis 
to see how the competition is doing, and what they’re doing?

Get in touch looperinsights.com/contact-us/ 

https://looperinsights.com/contact-us/


Apple TV
The Launch of Dune - 22nd October

Throughout October 2021, HBO Max made sure their New 
Release slate was the first to claim our attention, with 
star-studded, stand-out visuals demanding us to look 
their way

HBO Max’s New Release ‘Dune’ had an undeniably epic 
launch, taking over Apple TV by holding Top Carousels, 
Epics placement and a Dedicated Row within the ‘Movies’ 
tab

On the ‘Movies’ tab, the title held the 1st, 2nd and last 
Top Carousel, meaning that when users scrolled left or 
right they would see the ‘Dune’ promotion, giving it 
massive, unmissable exposure as the title held 15 spots 
in total



Xbox One
Apple TV+ steps outside their comfort zone and 
dominates

September 2021 saw Apple TV+ taking some big steps 
outside of their own platform, venturing into unknown 
territory to capture user attention on the other major 
devices outside of Apple TV, across multiple territories

For the first time ever, Apple TV+ even changed the 
colour of their iconic logo to a dramatic red on the 
promotional artwork for ‘SEE’, on Xbox UK, just to 
double-check that they had your attention



Fire TV
Strong branding from Paramount+ steals the show

In September 2021, Paramount+ stood out on Fire TV 
with all the NCIS’ series available on their service being 
promoted in the 3rd Top Carousel of Fire TV’s ‘TV Shows’ 
tab. Users could easily identify where they could watch 
the recognisable franchise, with the Paramount+ logo 
being clearly featured

In October 2021, Paramount+ continued with their great 
messaging strategy by promoting the availability of ‘The 
World of FBI’, claiming the 5th and the 3rd Top Carousel 
placement on Fire TV’s ‘Home’ and ‘TV Programmes’ 
tabs. The simple but vibrant blue colour scheme grabbed 
users attention and clearly promoted the title’s availability 
on Paramount+’s service



Cox Contour 2
Discovery+’s launch took no prisoners

In October 2021, steps were taken by Discovery+ to 
dominate the digital storefronts, leaving no chance that 
their arrival to Cox Contour 2 would be missed

The App claimed the most prominent spots across the 
platform with some very strong artwork, swooping in and 
taking ownership of this space whilst the other giants 
focussed on the saturated streaming devices



Xfinity
Peacock knows how to demand the UI

Throughout October 2021, Peacock’s ‘Peacocktober’ 
promotion featured prominently within the top placement 
spots of Xfinity’s ‘Home’, TV’ and ‘Movies’ tabs, the text 
sticking to a playful, spooky theme

The vibrant purples and oranges grabbed attention on 
store, spotlighting library and current titles with tempting 
copy that encouraged users to make the most of a 
31-day window to binge some Halloween favourites for 
free



PlayStation 4
The Apps that know how to stand out

In November 2021, U-Next dominated on PS4 Japan, 
claiming all 3 large spots within the ‘Featured’ row of the 
‘Discover’ tab. This takeover took full advantage of PS4’s 
User Interface redesign in 2021 and secured the App an 
impressive 5/15 spots within this row, for a majority win 
of 33% Share of Voice

In December 2021, the App U-Next again managed to 
secure the best real-estate and capture user attention, 
featuring on PS4 Japan’s ‘Featured’ row within the 
Discover tab, claiming 6/15 spots for a huge 40% Share 
of Voice in this section



Vizio TV
Apple TV+ followed its competitors with an interest in 
Vizio

In December 2021, Apple TV+ could not keep its hands 
off of Vizio’s prime promotional real-estate, consistently 
holding Top Banner placements. Often, Apple TV+ would 
even have one title featuring twice within the same top 
banner

This followed on from Apple TV+’s aggressive expansion 
outside of its own platform, where it expanded further 
into Vizio TV’s platform in true Apple fashion with 
unmissable promotional materials studded with globally 
recognised talent



Cox CSP
Peacock and HBO Max leave more than just 
breadcrumbs

On Cox CSP, Apps Peacock and HBO Max leveraged their 
global leading names with strong branding displayed for 
maximum effect alongside highly anticipated content, 
shining a spotlight on their service for users to go and 
stream their content  

For MVPD’s, the use of bold App logos is rare and 
therefore helped these Apps to stand out even more



LG TV
The App that knows how to demand the UI

December 2021, Prime Video headlined LG TV’s 
‘Featured’ tab by claiming the first Top Banner with ‘The 
Wheel of Time’. The otherworldly, eye catching artwork 
made it stand out to users, securing great visibility

Taking over such a large area at the top of LG’s Content 
Store tab, Prime Video showed users that their New 
Release content was not one to miss, with a call to action 
making it clear where to stream it



Samsung TV
Joyn takes a big slice of the pie

In September 2021, Joyn left little space for its 
competitors with its original ‘jerks.’ claiming the 2nd spot 
of the 4th row ‘Series Highlights’, whilst titles ‘The Pier’ 
and ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ also claimed the 8th and 10th spots 
respectively

This gave Joyn a 20% Share of Voice within this row, 
showing users that this App was the place to go for the 
best slate of TV Series



Multiple Platforms
Disney+ Day was November’s statement piece

Disney+ undertook an aggressive promotional campaign 
to let users know that they could get one month of 
Disney+ for just $1.99. This was a clever push for the 
companywide ‘Disney Plus Day’ promotions, which took 
place on November 12 to mark the service’s two-year 
anniversary

With stunning visuals of key characters from their epic 
New Release titles, Disney+ commanded user attention 
with a bold statement shouting about a very generous 
75% saving

The promotion won the most prominent spots on the 
digital storefronts across the major platforms in multiple 
territories, all with their own, unique promotional 
materials to attract and intrigue

Top to bottom: Fire TV US, Vizio US, PS4 US

Left to right: LG TV BR, Apple TV DE, Sky Q UK, Apple TV FR


